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Operating systems have evolved substantially over the past two decades, and there is a need for a

book which can explain major developments and changes in this dynamic field. This is such a book.

Comprehensive, and useful as a text and reference, Advanced Concepts in Operating Systems lays

down all the concepts and mechanisms involved in the design of advanced operating systems. The

discussion is reinforced by many examples and cases
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This book is very useful to get a good idea about the advanced issues in OS. But the only problem

is that no particular topic could receive in-depth coverage. Perhaps it is a common problem for all

books. Too much has been learnt about OS to be put in 500 pages. I recommend this to anyone

who wants to get the gist without plodding through miles and miles of jargon and advanced

mathematics.

This book is no walk in the park, but I was able to fully understand all the topics we covered in the

book, in detail, just from the text of the book. This book, and the class that went along with it, took

my skills at proofs to a new level. Not exactly what I would have expected on a class on Advanced

Operating Systems.This book very much exemplifies why CS has it roots in mathematics, and if you

are looking for a book on applied advanced operating systems concepts, this isn't the book for you.



This book covers, in depth, the algorithms needed for advanced operating systems and their proof

of correctness.You can build fault tolerant distributed systems by leveraging other peoples

implementations of the algorithms covered in this book, but without understanding the material

covered, creating your own working system would likely be wrought with hidden errors.

Overall a reasonable text to learn Distributed OS concepts. Its coverage of distributed algorithms is

good. I would recommend reading the original papers for a better understanding though. The

chapters are well organized and it is a good intruductory book for a grad student. Its coverage of

distributed database concepts is rather superficial though.

I remember this textbook from when I had to use it as an Undergrad. The Operating Systems class

it was used in was terrible, and the lecturing Professor was a total d***. The book itself is okay

however. Just remember: "It doesn't matter what book you use, so much as the person instructing

you". Too bad the authors didn't put that in the book's Preface.Don't get me wrong: This is a fairly

decent OS book. A Good reference.However, this book brings back traumatic memories of my

Ordeal in that undergraduate OS class.Now I need a drink.Thanks for reading.
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